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What a Small World
By Martin Ming Tang



How can you contribute to the SJSU I-House?

What's even more unbelievable:  It turned out that he used to 
live in the SAME ROOM where I was living at that moment!  
I cannot remember how many topics we talked about on the rest 
of that flight. However, for sure, we exchanged our opinions on 
food, languages, climates, lifestyles and so on. Of those topics, 
we have a lot of ideas in common, also lots of different thoughts. 
Because of those we shared in common, we became more Because of those we shared in common, we became more 
understanding about those differences.

What a small world! We come across strangers every day, 
especially when taking a trip. On that day, after entering the 
airport, I was crossing strangers almost every single second. 
To me, somehow, they were like silhouettes and I would never 
think of associating myself with any of them. However, I 
found, among them, there is one who was one of the strangers;found, among them, there is one who was one of the strangers;
one second later, he became my old friend. This just happened 
between two people who grew up in two totally different environments, two people that might never come to know 
each other in the entire life. Just because both two have lived in the I-House. All the invisible boundaries are gone.

Since then, every time when on a trip, I always ask myself a question -- do I have any link to the person sitting next to 
me? No matter where we are from, what age we are, or what skin color we have.

There is no doubt, statistically, it was a coincidence. However, because I decided to step out of my hometown and 
because I chose to live in I-House, I gave a chance for such a coincidence to happen in my life.because I chose to live in I-House, I gave a chance for such a coincidence to happen in my life.
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Picture of Martin Ming Tang (Graduated Spring 17)
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